Gopi is a good boy and intelligent as well.

Gopi manci vāḍu mariyu telivainavāḍu.

Gopi (he) is good and (he) is intelligent.

మంచి (CP Brown Dict p. 0938) [ mañci ] manchi. [Tel.] n. Good, fine, fair; much, great, severe (as a blow, a fever,) heavy (as rain.) adv. Very, much.

మరి (CP Brown Dict p. 1157) [ mari ] marī. [Tel.] n. A time, season, period. Sometimes or sometimes once. adv. More, further, still, else, again, then, so, as, as, again...


మరి (Tel.) n. To appear, come to light. To be known, perceived, seen, felt. To be discovered, or found. To wake up.

మంచ (J.P.L Gwynn p. 96) ayna: aydoottanam aydoottanam n. status of a married woman.
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